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ABSTRACT
As COVID-19 continues to spread across the world, concerns re-

garding the spread of misinformation about it are also growing.

In this work, we propose a preliminary novel method to identify

fake articles and claims by using information from the CORD-19

academic paper dataset. Our method uses the similarity between

articles and reference manuscripts in a shared embedding space

to classify the articles. This also provides an explanation for each

classification decision that links a particular article or claim to a

small number of research manuscripts that influence the decision.

We collect 90K real articles and 20K fake articles about the coron-

avirus, as well as over 700 human-labelled claims from the Google

FactCheck API, and evaluate its performance on these datasets.

We also evaluate its performance on MM-COVID [13], a recent

COVID-19 news dataset. We demonstrate the explainability of our

model and discuss its limitations.

1 INTRODUCTION
The current time dictates an unprecedented outbreak of the novel

coronavirus (SARS-CoV-2) in most countries across the world. With

millions of people stuck at home and accessing information via

social media platforms, there is an increasing concern about the

spread of misinformation regarding the pandemic.

In the recent years, we have experienced the proliferation of

websites and outlets that publish and perpetuate misinformation.

However, with the pandemic and the US presidential elections in

2020, it has become a larger problem than ever. The most effective

method to counter this is human fact-checking. However, this often

requires domain expertise and can be prohibitively expensive. Do-

main expertise was an especially large issue during the early stages

of the pandemic, when information about COVID-19 was limited

and when conspiracy theories and snake oil “cures” propagated

quickly.

Fake news has been a large issue even before the start of the pan-

demic. For example, misinformation was widespread over Twitter

during events like Hurricane Sandy [10] and the Boston Marathon

bombings [9]. Studies have also shown that humans are bad at

detecting misinformation, the mean accuracy of 1,000 participants

averaged over 100 runs being only 54% [20]. Furthermore, it has

been shown that fake news spreads faster than real news [23],

making it even more important that we combat its spread.

On top of this, the recent spread of misinformation about COVID-

19 poses some new issues. Information about the virus has been

sparse, especially during the start of the pandemic. This makes it

harder for the average person to differentiate between true and

false information. Information about the virus also evolves fairly

quickly.
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Figure 1: An illustration of the classification stages.

Many different approaches for fake news classification have

been proposed. One class of approaches revolve around checking

whether or not statements are likely to be connected in a knowledge

graph [5–8]. The downside to this approach is that it requires the

user to either create a new knowledge graph for the task or use

an existing one. Creating a new knowlege graph is often difficult

and are usually built with some human supervision [25]. However,

Wang et al.[25] shows that deep language models like BERT [4]

and the GPT models [2, 17] can be used to build knowledge graphs

directly. This suggests the models retain a lot of the knowledge

acquired from training on datasets.

Several recent state-of-the-art fake news detection models rely

on a BERT architecture for processing text [12, 15, 27, 28]. While

BERT tends to perform well for this task, a common issue is the

lack of explainability in its classification decisions.

In this work, we present a preliminary model that uses S-BERT

[19] embeddings to construct a similarity matrix against a set of

reference documents. This allows us to explain classification deci-

sions as a function of the article’s similarity to specific documents

if we train an interpretable classifier like a random forest or logistic

regression.

While this model is relatively simple and can be further refined,

we believe that this approach provides an interesting and useful

step towards interpretable high-performance models.

An overview of our contributions are shown here:

• Novel embedding scheme:We propose KI
2
TE, a novel em-

bedding scheme built on top of other embedding models.

• Dataset collection: We gather over 100K news articles with

coarse labels.

• Extensive evaluation: We evaluate the performance and

explainability of KI
2
TE on 3 different datasets.
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2 PROBLEM FORMULATION & PROPOSED
METHOD

2.1 Problem Definition

Given
– a set A of labelled article/claims about COVID-19.

– a set D of credible reference documents.

Classify each article/claim 𝑎 ∈ A as real or fake.

Explain the classification decision as a function of D.

2.2 Proposed Method
We first embed each article/claim in A and each document inD into

a shared embedding space. We found using Sentence-BERT (SBERT)

[19] for this step led to the best results, but we also evaluate the

performance of our method using FastText [11]. We then calculate

the pairwise similarity between each article/claim and each refer-

ence document, which gives us a distance matrixM. Each row ofM
can be thought of as a new embedding for the corresponding article

in A. We then train a classifier onM. These steps are described as

pseudocode in Algorithm 1 below.We evaluate our method using

logistic regression and a random forest, both of which offer a good

balance between performance and interpretability.

Algorithm 1 Given a set of articles and reference documents, re-

turns KI
2
TE embeddings.

1: procedure KI2TE(A,D)
2: EA ← ComputeEmbeddings(A)
3: ED ← ComputeEmbeddings(D)
4: for 𝑎𝑖 ∈ EA do
5: for 𝑑 𝑗 ∈ ED do
6: M𝑖, 𝑗 ← dist(𝑎𝑖 , 𝑑 𝑗 )
7: end for
8: end for
9: return M
10: end procedure

2.3 Model Explainability
When trained with a interpretable classifier, this approach allows

us to explain classification decisions on an article with supporting

documentsD. We evaluated our approach using twomodels: logistic

regression and a random forest.

Logistic regression trains a weight vector 𝑤 and bias 𝑏 such

that the cross-entropy is minimized. The magnitude of a weight𝑤 𝑗

corresponds to the importance of a featureM𝑖, 𝑗 in articleA𝑖 . We can

find the importance of that feature in a classification decision with

𝑤 𝑗×M𝑖, 𝑗 . SinceM𝑖, 𝑗 corresponds to the distance to documentD𝑖 , we

can see how much each document contributes to the classification

decision.

A random forest involves training a set of decision trees on

random samples of the training dataset. The classification results

is the mode of the classification results of each of the trees in the

forest. The prediction function of a random forest can be written

out in terms of the sum of feature contributions [21]. This allows

us to see which documents led to a specific classification decision

in a random forest.

2.4 Compared to KNN
At first glance, this approachmay appear to be similar to a K-nearest-

neighbors (KNN) classifier trained on the reference embedding

matrix and used to classify articles. However, they are different and

there are several key advantages of our approach:

(1) The reference data can be one-class data, like in our use case,

where all of the CORD articles are considered to be accurate.

(2) In KNN, each of the 𝑘 nearest neighbors are considered to be

of equal importance, but each neighbor is assigned a different

weight in our approach.

(3) In KNN, only the 𝑘 nearest neighbors are considered for

classification, but we consider all of the data points in our

approach.

However, one advantage of KNN over our approach is that KNN

scales better when there are more reference documents, especially

if a database that supporting approximate nearest-neighbors is used.

We talk more about this limitation in Section 3.5, as well as ways

to reduce its impact.

3 EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
We evaluate the performance of our method along three aspects:

(1) The classification accuracy and F1 score on the Google

FactCheck claims, the MM-COVID [13] dataset, and our

gathered set of news articles.

(2) The explainability of our method.

(3) The sensitivity of our model with respect to the number of

documents.

3.1 Classification Performance
We evaluate the accuracy and F1 score of our model, and similar

baseline models on the 3 datasets described in Section 3.4. We also

evaluate them on 3 different pieces of the news dataset, as described

in Section 3.2.

3.2 Explanability
In Fig. 2 we show a four classification results, with the top contrib-

utors to each decision. Due to space and copyright considerations,

we provide only the titles of the articles and manuscripts. How-

ever, results are taken from a model trained on subsets of the news

articles focused on vaccine and transmission news.

The reason for this is that only a small portion of the news

articles contain information also present in CORD-19 documents.

Below are the titles of 5 articles that have poor explanability in our

model:

1) “Kevin Ferris: John Prine, thanks for the many blessings you

shared through your life and music”

2) “San Bernardino County reports 4 more coronavirus deaths,

146 new cases”

3) “Trump indicates he no longer has the coronavirus, says he

is ‘immune’”

4) “Gary Neville slams EPL teams: Clubs are frightened”
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News Claims

Model Acc. F1 Acc. F1

BERT + KI
2
TE + RF 0.729 ± 0.003 0.786 ± 0.002 0.921 ± 0.02 0.524 ± 0.479

BERT + RF 0.757 ± 0.004 0.809 ± 0.004 0.926 ± 0.015 0.03 ± 0.074
BERT + KI

2
TE + LR 0.742 ± 0.003 0.714 ± 0.054 0.913 ± 0.005 0.5 ± 0.498

BERT + LR 0.791 ± 0.004 0.802 ± 0.036 0.904 ± 0.026 0.211 ± 0.064
FT + KI

2
TE + RF 0.714 ± 0.004 0.607 ± 0.008 0.912 ± 0.014 0.499 ± 0.5

FT + RF 0.788 ± 0.004 0.804 ± 0.045 0.922 ± 0.012 0.051 ± 0.079
FT + KI

2
TE + LR 0.773 ± 0.004 0.810 ± 0.003 0.907 ± 0.016 0.474 ± 0.52

FT + LR 0.755 ± 0.004 0.724 ± 0.056 0.901 ± 0.02 0.0 ± 0.0

MM-COVID Filtered News

Model Acc. F1 Acc. F1

BERT + KI
2
TE + RF 0.89 ± 0.011 0.778 ± 0.018 0.834 ± 0.01 0.906 ± 0.006

BERT + RF 0.922 ± 0.005 0.948 ± 0.003 0.839 ± 0.01 0.908 ± 0.006
BERT + KI

2
TE + LR 0.918 ± 0.008 0.846 ± 0.017 0.843 ± 0.008 0.91 ± 0.005

BERT + LR 0.943 ± 0.002 0.962 ± 0.001 0.847 ± 0.01 0.909 ± 0.007
FT + KI

2
TE + RF 0.853 ± 0.008 0.681 ± 0.021 0.828 ± 0.018 0.903 ± 0.011

FT + RF 0.901 ± 0.004 0.935 ± 0.003 0.831 ± 0.012 0.904 ± 0.008
FT + KI

2
TE + LR 0.899 ± 0.01 0.806 ± 0.019 0.826 ± 0.008 0.903 ± 0.005

FT + LR 0.864 ± 0.003 0.912 ± 0.004 0.822 ± 0.009 0.902 ± 0.005

Vaccine News Transmission News

Model Acc. F1 Acc. F1

BERT + KI
2
TE + RF 0.865 ± 0.002 0.925 ± 0.001 0.79 ± 0.006 0.865 ± 0.005

BERT + RF 0.866 ± 0.003 0.926 ± 0.002 0.805 ± 0.007 0.875 ± 0.006
BERT + KI

2
TE + LR 0.869 ± 0.003 0.926 ± 0.002 0.797 ± 0.014 0.866 ± 0.009

BERT + LR 0.886 ± 0.002 0.934 ± 0.001 0.833 ± 0.013 0.889 ± 0.009
FT + KI

2
TE + RF 0.86 ± 0.002 0.923 ± 0.001 0.766 ± 0.01 0.855 ± 0.007

FT + RF 0.876 ± 0.002 0.931 ± 0.001 0.807 ± 0.015 0.881 ± 0.01
FT + KI

2
TE + LR 0.873 ± 0.004 0.929 ± 0.002 0.751 ± 0.006 0.847 ± 0.004

FT + LR 0.853 ± 0.005 0.919 ± 0.003 0.725 ± 0.017 0.839 ± 0.011

Table 1: Top: Results on the news, claims, and MM-COVID [14]
datasets. Bottom:Results on samples of the news datasets. RF stands
for random forest, LR stands for logistic regression, and FT stands
for FastText [11].
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Figure 2: Four sample classification results of real articles (only ti-
tles shown) with the top contributors (only titles shown) to the de-
cision in a random forest classifier. The model was trained on the
vaccine and transmission subsets of the news articles, as described
in Section 3.2.

5) “Coronavirus: Indian takeaway offering free toilet rolls with

orders over £20”
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Figure 3: Accuracy (left) and F1 score (right) as the number of refer-
ence documents increases.

We can see that (1) is about the death of a celebrity from coron-

avirus, and it is unlikely that any CORD-19 document would have

a reference to it. (2) is about relatively small area in the U.S. and

would likely not have any references to it in CORD-19. (3) is politi-

cal news and also likely does not have many CORD-19 references.

(4) is primarily sports news and does not contain information about

the virus itself. (5) is about a specific restaurant and will not have

any related information in CORD-19.

However, KI
2
TE still maintains similar accuracy to our baseline

models. This is because the document distances also serve as a

proxy to the raw embeddings, allowing it to maintain much of the

information from the original BERT/FastText embeddings. However,

the explainability of our model suffers in this case. To resolve this,

we extract 3 versions from the news dataset.

We extract a filtered set, which has articles with sports teams

and popular cities/countries removed, and refer to it as the “Filtered

News” dataset. We also extract only articles that contain the word

“vaccine” and call this the “VaccineNews” dataset. Finally, we extract

only articles that contain the word “transmission” and name it the

“Transmission News” dataset. The purpose of the last two datasets is

to provide a smaller samplewith articles focusingmore on attributes

of the virus, rather than on other topics (like those shown above).

The performance of our models on these datasets are shown in

Table 1 above.

3.3 Sensitivity to Number of Reference
Manuscripts

We evaluate the accuracy and F1 score of KI
2
TE as the number of

reference documents increase, and the results can be seen in Fig. 3.

Generally, we can see that as the number of reference documents

increase, the accuracy and F1 score of KI
2
TE increases. However,

increasing the number of reference documents has a diminishing

effect. Interestingly, the FastText-based models exhibit a large dip in

F1 score after about 1,000 documents, but it recovers and continues

to increase.

3.4 Datasets
In this section, we describe the steps involved in the data collection

and filtering the news articles for analysis. We used five datasets

for this work.
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We chose to crawl our own news datasets because we were

unable to find any up-to-date fake news datasets at the time of

writing.

3.4.1 CORD-19. The first dataset we used was the COVID-19 Open
Research Dataset (CORD-19) [26], which is a growing collection of

scientific paper prepared by the White House in partnership with

leading research groups characterizing the wide range of literature

related to coronaviruses.

It consists of over 200,000 documents, of which 100,000 have a

PDF parse of their full text. Although not all of these documents

have undergone peer review and includes preprints from sites like

bioRxiv, we still consider this to be a relatively credible source of

information about the virus.

3.4.2 Fake News Dataset. We crawled sites from NewsGuard’s

Misinformation Tracking Center
1
for our fake news dataset. News-

Guard is an organization that rates the trustworthiness of websites

that share information online based on their credibility and trans-

parency. We crawled on the sites based in the United States to

ensure that we crawled only English language sites. We also only

crawled the sites with sitemaps to ensure that all of the crawled

pages were in fact news articles, not other pages, like store pages.

We alsomade the assumption that all articles on any of those sites

were considered fake news. While this is a very strong assumption,

we could not come up with a better method for labeling individual

articles.We used theNewspaper3k
2
Python library library to extract

article metadata and content.

We chose to scrape only COVID-19-related news articles by filter-

ing the crawled articles by keywords like “COVID” or “coronavirus”.

We also removed duplicate lines (where a line is an HTML tag, not

a sentence) from the plain text of the articles. This helps prevent

pages with fixed headers or taglines appearing in the document

text. Otherwise, articles with mentions of keywords in the header

or footer would also be included in the crawl.

Certain properties of these sites made them difficult to crawl.

Some sites mixed in abstracts of academic papers in with their

articles to lend credibility. Other sites mixed in articles from Reuters

or the Associated Press (AP), both of which we consider reliable

sources. The Newspaper3k library also tended to perform worse

at extracting the content of the articles, likely because the library

was mainly tested on more mainstream news websites.

Many of these sites also had other purposes in addition to provid-

ing news articles. Some of them sold alternative medicinal products

like colloidal silver. Others also had videos in addition to their text

articles. We did our best to clean this data, but it is possible that

some of these issues are still present in the data. After cleaning, we

were left with around 20K fake news articles.

3.4.3 Real News Dataset. We used the list from the B.S. Detector

Chrome extension
3
to pick the reputable sites. We then collected ar-

ticles from all of the matching sites from the Common Crawl News

archive [16]. After that, the HTML for each article was processed

in the same manner as the fake news dataset. We gathered over

95K articles that mention the novel coronavirus, but we randomly

1
https://www.newsguardtech.com/coronavirus-misinformation-tracking-center/

2
https://github.com/codelucas/newspaper

3
https://gitlab.com/bs-detector/bs-detector

subsample from this set of articles when training our models to

reduce the class imbalance.

3.4.4 Google FactCheck Dataset. We also downloaded COVID-19-

related claims from the Google FactCheck API
4
. These claims are

gathered from a variety of fact-checking companies and are checked

by humans. Each claim consists of a single sentence (or rarely,

several sentences) and a rating from a fact checking agency. This

rating does not necessary follow any particular format and can

range from “Fake” to other, less clear ratings like “Needs Context”

or “Missing Context”. We chose to exclude those ambigious claims

from the dataset. This led to a total of 739 claims, of which 97 are

true, and 642 are false/misleading. While there is a heavily class

imbalance and it is a small dataset, we chose to include this in our

evaluation to test our model’s performance on small datasets with

accurate labels.

3.4.5 MM-COVID Dataset. We also used the Multilingual and Mul-

tidimensional COVID-19 Fake News Data Repository (MM-COVID)

dataset [13], which contains fake news from 6 different languages.

However, we only focus on the English portion of the dataset. The

news articles are labelled by Snopes
5
and Poynter

6
, both of which

are fact-checking companies that use human fact-checkers. The

MM-COVID dataset also includes tweets and replies to those tweets,

but we only use the text of the articles in the dataset.

3.5 Limitations
One limitation of this method is that a new feature is added for

each new reference document. This can significantly reduce the

performance of the classifier and greatly increase the distance ma-

trix time calculation when the number of reference documents is

large. The simplest way to mitigate this would be to simply use

a random sample of reference documents, but there may be very

similar reference documents selected, which would not improve

the performance or interpretability of the model. Another way to

mitigate it would be to use standard feature selection methods (like

Lasso [22]), but this still requires the calculation of the distance

matrix across all reference documents.

One solution for this is to run k-means++ [1] on ED and set 𝑘

to the number of reference documents we want to use. Then, we

can select the nearest neighbor to each of the 𝑘 centroids of the

clusters. This leaves us with 𝑘 reference documents, each of which

theoretically represents a different part of the embedding space.

This helps reduce the chance of similar documents being selected.

4 RELATEDWORK
There has been a lot of work in the area of fake news detection

and models use a variety of different methods. These methods can

generally be grouped into four categories: knowledge-based, style-

based, propagation-based, and source-based models [29].

Knowledge-based models often attempt to compare the claims

in a news article against facts stored in a knowledge base (KB) or

knowledge graph (KG). Knowledge graphs are commonly repre-

sented as a set of subject-predicate-object triples, where the subject

4
https://toolbox.google.com/factcheck/apis

5
https://www.snopes.com/

6
https://www.poynter.org/

https://www.newsguardtech.com/coronavirus-misinformation-tracking-center/
https://github.com/codelucas/newspaper
https://gitlab.com/bs-detector/bs-detector
https://toolbox.google.com/factcheck/apis
https://www.snopes.com/
https://www.poynter.org/
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and object map to entities, which are typically represented as nodes.

These models often predict the probability of triples existing in this

graph and use that to determine the accuracy of a statement [5–

7]. These knowledge graphs can be single-source, which uses a

knowledge graph from a single source, or open-source, where the

knowledge graph is created by merging data from multiple sources

[29]. The downside of a knowledge-graph-based approach is that

it requires a knowledge graph, which is non-trivial to construct.

Many existing public knowledge graphs, like Wikidata [24], YAGO

[18], and NELL [3], required some level of human supervision to

construct.

Style-based models attempt to look at the style with which the

article was written to assess the intentions of the author, with the

assumption that fake news articles are written differently than

authentic news articles. Propagation-based models look at how a

news article spreads and works on a news cascade [29] or graph

representation of that. Source-based models look focus on the au-

thor and publisher of new articles, with the assumption that many

fake news items tend to come from the same sources. While we use

the term article, all of these methods are applicable to, and been

applied to other mediums, like social media posts.

5 CONCLUSION
In this work, we propose a similarity matrix-based embedding

method: KI
2
TE,which allows us to interpret the decisions of embedding-

based models by linking them to a set of reference documents.

We gather a coarsely-labelled dataset of news articles and human-

labelled claims. We also evaluate our model on the MM-COVID

[14] dataset. We show that our model has similar performance to

baseline methods, with the added benefit of explainability on some

classification decisions.
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